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QUESTION 1:
How often should globals be used in an OO system?
A. Depends on performance needs.
B. Zero always.
C. Sparingly, if at all.
D. There are no globals in 00 systems.
Answer: C
QUESTION 2:
When scheduling project iterations based on use cases, which of the following are
good candidates to consider for development in early iterations? Use cases that:
(Select 3 answers)
A. represent primary line-of-business processes.
B. involved new and risky technology.
C. involve well-established technologies.
D. impact the architectural design significantly
Answer: ABD
QUESTION 3:
Each credit card service provider has its own interface that all client programs must
use. What is the BEST way to design a system so that it may easily switch between
multiple providers and add new providers as required, while keeping the complexity
low.
A. Create an object with a common API for business objects to use. This object covers all
credit card providers and routes requests from the business objects to the adaptor object
of the designated credit card service provider, which handles the interface conversions.
B. Create an ordered collection of credit card service providers and have each try to
handle the service requests from the business objects. If one cannot handle the request it
passes the request to the next one until it is eventually handled or discarded.
C. Have the business objects communicate directly to the service providers using each
service provider's API.
D. Maintain a global pool of credit card service requests from the business objects. Each
credit card service goes through the pool to find and claim the requests that it can handle.
It then processes each request.
Answer: A
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QUESTION 4:
Based on the information in the Exhibits

Which class would be MOST responsible for determining the total purchase price
(including the sales tax).
A. SalesTransaction.
B. Ticket.
C. Seat.
D. Event.
Answer: A
QUESTION 5:
An analyst is brought in to help an existing project with its modeling. The analyst is
shown the use case requirements, a partial existing modeling class diagram as
shown in the Exhibit, and legacy database schema. The analyst notes that the class
diagrams and database schema do not match exactly for the model and table
relationships, but that all the state data exists in both. What advice can the analyst
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initially give based on these inputs alone? (Select 2 answers)

A. The relationships in the class diagram and database schema should match and the
class diagram should be changed, since the database is used by legacy systems.
B. The relationships in the class diagram and database schema do not have to match
exactly and no changes for that difference are needed.
C. The most importent portion of a class diagram is the data;therefor the class diagram
is well designed to capture all the database fields.
D. An essential portion of a class diagram is the required behaviors, so the class diagram
should be expanded to include the methods of each of the classes.
Answer: BD
QUESTION 6:
The farthest that requirements on an OO project can be traced is to:
A. use cases.
B. interaction diagrams.
C. class diagrams.
D. public methods.
E. private methods.
Answer: D
QUESTION 7:
A customer is transferring funds from savings to checking. Given the class diagram
in the Exhibits
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